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The simultaneous theory of two linear connections
in a generalized geometry with Banach coordinates
by

Max

Wyman

Pasadena, Cal.

Introduction.
The study of a tensor calculus for a Hausdorf space H with
coordinates in a Banach space E was begun in a paper 1) by
A. D. Michal. Professor Michal points out in this paper that
further generalisations are possible, and it is this suggested
generalisation that 1 have endeavored to carry out. Throughout
the paper 1 shall use the notation and terminology introduced
in the papers Michal [1]-[7], and Michal-Hyers [1]2013[2].
1 would like to express my thanks to Professor Michal for not
only suggesting this problem to me, but also for the help that
he has given me in connection with it.

§ i.
The first section of the paper deals mainly with formal tensor
theorems. I shall not give the proofs of these theorems, as they
are exact analogues of those given in Michal [1].
Let us assume we have a Hausdorf space H, with allowable
K(m) ordinate systems 2), and which also contains a symmetric
linear connection F(XI el, e2 ) 3). Let us consider in addition to
E, another Banach space E1.
DEF. 1.1. A fllnction V(x) on E to El is said to be a nonholonomic contravariant vector field, if under a transformation
0153 == 0153(ae) it transforms according to

1) Michal [1].
2) For definition of allowable K( m) coordinate systems see Michal-Hyers [2], 5.
3) For definition of contravariant vector field e(x) and linear connection
F(x, el, e2) see Michal [1], 396.
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where M(x, y) is a solvable linear function 4) of y on EE, to Ei.
We shall refer to V(x) as the vector coordinate of E1.
DEF. 1.2. A change of representation shall mean
(1) a transformation of coordinates
(II ) a transformation of vector coordinates
DEF. 1.3. Let V be an arbitrary non-holonomic contravariant
vector field, and e a contravariant vector. A bilinear function
K(x, V, e) of V, e on EE1E to El is called a non-holonomic contravariant linear connection if it transforms according to
THEOREM 1.1. Let K (x, V, e) be a bilinear function of TT,
on EEIE to El. A necessary and sufficient condition that

be a non-holonomic contravariant vector field for every Fréchet
differentiable non-holonomic contravariant vector field V(x) is
that K(x, V, ôx) be a non-holonomic contravariant linear connection.
The expression (1.3) shal be written V (xi ôx) and is called
the covariant differential of V(x).
TIiEOREM 1.2. Let K(x, V, ôx) be a non-holonomic contravariant linear connection, and F(x, 1’
n’ VI, ..., Vs) be a
non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued multilinear form
in the arbitrary contravariant vectors el, - - -, en, and the arbitrary
non-holonomic contravariant vectors V1, ..., Vs. Further let us
exists continuous in x.
assume
Then
...,

4) By a linear function G(x) we mean
G(x) is said to be solvable if there exists

G(G-1(x)) = G-1(G(x))

=

an
an

additive and continuous function.
inverse function G-’(x) such that

x.

the partial Fréchet differential of M(x, V). We shall write
the Fréchet differential of V (x) in the alternative forms V (x; dx) or bV (x). We shall
assume M(x, y ) possesses partial Fréchet differentials of order r + 1. With this
restriction it is easy to verify that all differentiability conditions placed on V(x),
or on K(x, V,e) of order
r, are preserved under a change of representation

M(x, V; e)

5)

for

r

&#x3E;

m.

means
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is also a non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued multilinear form in
the covariant
We shall call
differential of F.
Let V(x) be a non-holonomic contravariant vector field possessing a continuous second partial Fréchet differential, and further
let us assume K(x, V, ôi) possesses a continuous first partial
Fréchet differential. By use of theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we find

where

By (1.5) and (1.6) we see that H(x, V, ôlx, d2x) is a skew-symmetric non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued trillinear
form in V, ôlx, ô,x. This we shall call the non-holonomic curvature
form.
It is possible at this stage to prove the generalised Bianchi
identity
but a simpler proof
tation theory.

§

2.

can

be

Normal

given by

means

of normal represen-

representation theory.

we shall assume the linear connection
continuous
partial Frechet differentials of
K(x, V, e) possesses
order r (r &#x3E; 1), and shall base our normal representation theory
on the solution of the differential system

In the

following

some curve x
x(s). We shall consider curves x x(s)
such that the inverse s
s(x) exists continuously in x, and such
that x(s) possesses continuous derivatives of at least order r.
Along such a curve 2.1 takes the form

along

=

=

=

equations were first discussed in Michal [7], 212, and are taken
defining equations of the parallel displacement of a non-holonomic contravariant vector field X(x), parallel to an initial value Xo along a curve
x
x(s).
6)

These

to be the

=
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where F(s, X) is linear in X. Under these hypotheses
has shown there exists a unique solution of 2.2 X
with the properties

Kerner 7)
R(s, Xo )

=

(II) R (s, Xo) is continuous in both
we
get a unique solution

Thus

both its

arguments. We

can

its arguments.
of (2.1) of the form
which is also continuous in
in addition prove the following

properties of U (x, X0).
(III) There exists a

constant c &#x3E; 0, such that, for
solvable linear function of Xo.
possesses continuous partial Frechet differentials of order r + 1.
This latter property is obvious, by the assumption on
K(x, V, e). To prove (III) let

is

a

Obviously
By the uniqueness of the solution of (2.3) we must have
A (s ) 0. Hence R and consequently U(x, X0) is linear in Xo.
The solvability of U(x, XO) follows directly from a theorem. of
Banach’s. 8)
Under suitable restrictions 9) on H, and the linear connection
h(x, el, e2), Michal-Hyers define equations of paths to be the
unique solution of the differential Systems
=

show the existence of normal coordinate systems y(p)
with center Po (with coordinate y
0), such that the equations
of paths through P° have the form y
s;. If we take the curve
a
of
x
of
to
be
the
x(s)
path 10), and make the
(2.2)
equation

They then

=

=

---

’)
8)
1)
1°)

KERNER
BANACH

[1 ],
[1],

14-19.
145.

MICHAL-HYERS [1], 8-11.
That these are suitable curves is easy to verify. Michal-Hyers has shown
that solutions of 2.4 are of the form x
f(p, se) where se h(p, x). Thus
=

=
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transformation x = f(p, y)
of (2.2) takes the form

11)

to normal

coordinates, the solution

DEF. 2.1. A normal representa.tion with center Po shall
(I) a normal coordinate system y(p) with center Po,
(II) the vector coordinate +V(y) defined implicitly by

mean

It should be noticed that +V(y) is not the vector coordinate
corresponding to the change in representation x f(p, y),
=

V(X)

=

M(y, V(y)).

V(x)

=

center

Under a change of representation à5
x(x),
V(0153)) the change of normal representa,tion with

2.1.

THEOREM

M(x,

=

is

Po

PROOF. The first of these relations was proven in MichalHyers [1]. To prove the second we let Z(x) be a non-holonomic
contravariant vector field parallell2), to an arbitrarily chosen
initial value Zo. The normal representation of Z(x) is given by

Since

Z(x)

is

parallel

to

Zo

we

have

where p
x(Po). But the solution of (2.8) is
and since G (y, Zo ) is solvable we must have
Z(x) is a non-holonomic contravariant vector field
=

As before

we

we

have

obtain

Now let V(x) be any non-holonomic contravariant vector field.
Then the normal representations of V(x) and V(x) are given by

11)
12)

See MICHAL-HYERS
See footnote 6.

[1],

9-10.
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Solving (2.11)

for

+V(g)

we

obtain

where G-1 is the inverse function of G. But (2.12) must hold in
particular for +Z(y) and since +Z(y) is arbitrary we have by (2.10)
that (2.12) must reduce to

§

3.

The

differentials qf G (y, XO)

and its inverse

To develop the theory of normal vector forms, and tensor
extensions of multilinear forms, explicit expressions for the
differentials of G(y, X0) and of its inverse are necessary. However
since the method of obtaining these differentials is essentially the
same as that developed in Michal-Hyers [1] (p. 11-13), 1 shall
merely state the results here.
Let us define the functions
following recurrence relation

where

means the sum of terms obtained by a
the e’s.
of
permutation
With these definitions we obtain the following results

P{ ... 1

cyclic

To obtain the differentials of the inverse function we have the
identity G-’(x, G(y, X0)) = Xo. From this we can obtain
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From the normal
verify that

representations

of

V(r)

and

V(x1 ôx)

we

can

Evaluating (3.7)

S

at y

4. Tensor extensions

=

0, and

using (3.3),

find

we

of multilinear forms and normal vector f orms.

Let
be a non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued multilinear form in the arbitrary
non-holonomic contravariant vectors V1, ..., Vg, and the arbitrary contravariant vectors
DEF. 4.1. The kth extension

of the form F is defined

where p =
coordinate

x(P0)

is any

system x(P)
presentation.

by

point of the coordinate domain of the
Po is the center of the normal re-

and

THEOREM 4.1. The kth extension of
is again a non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued
multilinear form in
PROOF. Under a change of representation fi
x(x), V(ii)
related by
F
and
F
are
the
of
normal
representations
= M(x, V(x))
=

=

Taking

differentials of

Since p is any

point

(4.2)

and

evaluating

of the coordinate

at

y = o

domain,

we

obtain

the theorem is

proven.
THEOREM 4.2. The first extension of a non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued multilinear form .
is equal to its covariant differential.
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This follows

and

evaluating

by taking

at y

=

the differential of

0.

is called the mth non-holonomic normal vector form.
THEOREM 4.3. The mth non-holonomic normal vector form is
a non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued multilinear
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1.
THEOREM 4.4. The first non-holonomic normal vector form is

given by
PROOF.
y

=

0

we

By taking

the differential of

(3.7)

and

evaluating

at

find

Substituting

for .

we

obtain relation

(4.6).

variant vector field valued multilinear form in the arbitrary
non-holonomic contravariant vectors Vi, ...; V m and assume
exists continuous in x, then

The proof for the general case does not differ in
1.
the proof for m
1.
PROOF FOR m
The normal representation of
=

=

By (4.5)

and

(4.6)

this leads to

principle

from
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Since
we

have

This relation implies (4.8).
REPLACEMENT THEOREM.
Consider a functional ,

DEF. 4.3. A non-holonomic contravariant vector field valued
multilinear form

will be called a differential invariant of order (l, r ) if R as a
functional retains its form under a change of representation.
THEOREM 4.6. Every differential invariant can be expressed in
terms of the normal vector forms 14) A k (XI Y1’ ...,YI+2) and the
non-holonomic normal vector forms C(r)(ae, T, el’ ..., el+,) by
the following process.

proof is obvious from the normal representation theory.
example of this process we take

The
an

By

our

(4.10 )

is

replacement
obviously
§

5.

process

we

have

another form of the

An

infinite

As

identify (4.6).

dimensional

example.

We take E to be the Banach space of continuous functions
x(in) on closed interval ( a, b ) as defined in Michal-Hyers [2]

13)
14)

KERNER [2], 549.
See MICIiAL-HYERS

[1],

13-17.
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(p. 329 -332 ), and take El to be the Banach space of continuous
functions V(,u) defined on a closed interval (c, d). We introduce
the following notation.
1) Latin letters m, n,... shall be variables ranging over (a, b ).
shall be variables ranging over (c, d).
2) Greek letters ,u, v,
is written by the Michal convention
E
An
element
of
x(ni)
3)
as xm or aem, and similarly V(u) of El shall be written Vil or
Vil.
4) A repetition of an index once as a superscript and once
as a subscript shall mean integration over the corresponding
interval.
With these conventions we take M(x, V) to have the form
...

where

are

functionals

on

E to

El

with the

following properties:
possess continuous Fréchet differentials of order

(II)

The Fredholm determinant

Thus M(x, V) is solvable linear in V. The linear
is taken to be of the form

connection 15)

where the functionals
Km possess Fréchet differentials of
order r.
With these definitions and assumptions the theory of the paper
applies to these infinitely dimens onal function spaces.
In concluding this paper 1 would like to point out that these
results are in the main generalisations of results obtained for the
n-dimensional space by Michal and Botsford [1]. However in
their treatment of normal representation they assumed analyticity
of the functions involved. The treatnient 1 have given is patterned
after that given by Michal-Hyers for abstract spaces.

Kpm’

(Received May Ist, 1939.)
15)

See MICHAL

[7],

212.
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